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Apple’s WWDC
11 will show “a
preview of the
future of iOS and
Mac OS X

What iOS 5 Should Have
By PowerlinX

In June, Apple's annual World
Wide Developer's Conference will
happen again, and with it, Apple
will announce new products. We
can be certain that Mac OS X
10.7 Lion will be given release
date and some final features and
polish. Besides that, Apple will
most likely announce or "preview"
iOS 5, their next mobile OS.
One thing iOS really needs is a
better notifications system. I
admit that the pop-up
notifications don't bother me too
much (except when 200 friggin'
thousand are popping up) except
there needs to be a log for them,
like if you swipe down on the
status bar it will bring up a menu
with a list of unread notifications.
This can already be done with a
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jailbreak tweak called Notified
Pro, but I'd like to see much better
integration, for example, if I hit
"View" on the pop-up, it should
clear the notification from the log.
It would only make sense.
One other thing that would be
very nice to see in iOS 5 would be
cloud services. Apple has
purchased a huge data center
(about 12 PETABYTES, approx.
12000 Terabytes) recently and
have signed streaming deals with
the major record labels. This
probably means that we could see
an iTunes "cloud" possibly
competing with Amazon's Cloud
Player. Another thing that I really
need in iOS is to be able to
quickly transfer information
between my iOS device and my

Mac, I'm not talking about data
such as music or photos, but more
of links and text and the like
because, as it is, I have to send the
link to myself via email or post it
to Evernote in order to access it
on my Mac. Cloud services can
also be implemented in many
other ways, though, but those are
the two most important (to me,
anyway)
Other than Lion and iOS 5, I
don't think much else will be
announced at WWDC this year. If
the rumors are true, and they are
looking that way at this point, the
5th Generation iPhone will not be
announced until later this year,
possibly at Apple's annual music
event.
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TweetBot for iPhone
Just another Twitter
Client or Some Serious
Competition?

TweetBot for iPhone was
released, bringing serious
competition to the official
Twitter app in the App
Store.

By PowerlinX

Recently Tapbots, an iPhone developer
released a new Twitter client called
TweetBot to compete with the official
Twitter app for iPhone. In the vast
collection of Twitter clients iOS has, this
one stands out.
I’ll start out with the interface. It’s
the basic Twitter for iPhone interface but
with different graphics, which is a
welcome change from the standard iOS
look. It also features more multitouch
gestures than the official Twitter app.
Swiping right will bring up the
conversation view, while swiping left will
bring up related Tweets. Tapping on the
tweet will bring up the basic controls for
replying, retweeting, etc. Double-tapping
on it will bring up a menu with various
actions, while double-tapping on the
Tweeter’s profile picture will bring up a
menu which will allow you to quickly
follow or unfollow a user, among other
things.
Next, let’s check out the usability. I
have used TweetBot instead of the official
Twitter app since it was released a few
days ago and it is a worthy replacement.
It covers the basic needs of any Twitter
client and goes beyond that. It’s faster
than the official Twitter app. Not by
much, but it’s noticeable. There is also an
excellent attention to detail. In the About
panel, it’ll tell you what other apps by
Tapbots you have installed on your

device. Besides that, there are also many
little things done that ultimately enrich
the user experience. As you can see from
the screenshot above, TweetBot displays
all the users who have Retweeted a tweet
on your Timeline, including your own.
It’s very convenient and gets rid of the
“My Tweets Retweeted” menu from the
official Twitter app. One last thing is that
it makes noise. It doesn’t seem exciting
but it’s one of those little things that
really goes well with the users. The
sounds are simple beeps and bings, but
the just add to the app.
Despite all the great things about
TweetBot, there are some bad things

about the client, as can be expected from
any app in the App Store. First, is the
price. TweetBot is available for $1.99
compared to the free Twitter for iPhone
app. Even 99¢ would be worth it, but
$1.99 is a bit much if they want to
compete with the official Twitter app.
One thing that bugs me is how you can
only access your profile (aside from your
tweets in the timeline) is by going to the
account switching menu, and that can be
slightly annoying, but it’s just a personal
preference.
Other than that, TweetBot is a
fantastic app, and I suggest cracking it
until it goes cheaper.

Microsoft’s Windows 8
Screenshots Leaked

background, but I would guess that the
background will be customizable in the
final build.
Another thing tweaked that has been
shown in the leaked screenshots is the
taskbar. It now shows your account/
Windows Live picture in the bottom
corner, which has led to speculation on
whether Windows 8 will sync with your
Windows Live ID. Another thing added
was a simpler Aero theme for netbooks
so Windows 8 Starter users will no longer
have to use the crappy looking Windows
Classic theme.
Despite this, much about Windows 8
is still unknown.

By PowerlinX

Windows 8 Logon Screen

This screenshot shows the updated
Windows 8 login screen featuring the
“Metro UI” from Windows Phone 7.
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As can be expected, Microsoft began
working on Windows 8 as soon as
Windows 7 was released. Recently,
preview builds were released and,
inevitably, leaked.
The leaked build was actually only
released a few days ago, but leaked
screenshots were shown a few weeks
before that.
The logon screen has been
revamped to resemble the “Metro UI”
from their Windows Phone 7 with a
creepy guy staring at you in the
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PSP Go Production
Stopped
Is this to clear the path
for the NGP?

Sony has stopped
production on their PSP Go
portable video game
system, probably readying
for the much-anticipated
NGP.

By PowerlinX

On Tuesday, Engadget reported that
Sony has reportedly stopped PSP Go
production, but Sony denied the fact. A
day later, on Wednesday, SOny
confirmed it. Why Sony held off for a
day? The world may never know.
The portable’s sales weren’t doing
too well, anyway, so it made sense to
discontinue the console worldwide. This
reminds me of a certain discontinuation
in 2001, but on a much less scale. The
Go did have some good ideas in it, but
Sony did not market it well, and it’s
much like how Nintendo’s DSi was a
filler console until the 3DS was released.
That makes me think that Sony is
readying for their much-anticipated and
speculated NGP.

Apple Unveils Final Cut
Pro X
“Built from the the
Ground Up”
By Trenz Pruca

Final Cut Pro X
“Rebuilt from the ground up”
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Apple has announced a new version of
their professional video editing software,
Final Cut Pro to a new version with
many new features
The first new feature is the interface,
it has been entirely revamp. Final Cut has
needed a new interface for a while now
considering it had virtually the same one
since it was introduced in 1999, with a
few minor changes.
Other changes include some new
rendering things, allowing users not to
have to re-render their video every time
they open Final Cut Pro. There are also
some new audio editing features and a bit
more, I suggest checking out Engadget
for the full scoop.
The best thing (in my opinion) about
the new Final Cut X is the price. It has
been cut down from $1000 to $400 but
there is a trade-off: you don’t get the
entire suite of programs, only Final Cut,
which is fine with me since I don’t really
need that other stuff that came with the
old studio.
Anyway, this is great news, Final Cut
X will be available in the Mac App Store
in June, most likely with the launch of
Mac OS X Lion
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Top 10 Android Apps
April Edition
By The Prince of Death

5. Google Voice

Now there is another user that is worried about their
phone number privacy. Now their worry is over
Locale
because Google voice is a kind of app that keeps
Locale is an interesting and amazing app that you
should have in your Android smartphones. This cool your real number safe and private while calling and
make calls through Google voice's generated
application allows one to automatically adjust the
number.
setting based on where you are and what you are
doing by using GPS and WIFI. Like if a user is
attending a meeting it will automatically turn in to
Tweetdeck
silent mode and also reminds the user of upcoming
events and appointments. How cool is that. The
Well this cool app will be available to all Android
phone is taking care of itself and what else a user
customers very soon. Many of you will be thinking
would want...Get this app immediately.
that twitter is available in almost every handset but
what is the difference? The difference is that
Google Maps Navigation
tweetdeck will allow you to manage multiple
Have you ever had a talking mini computer like
accounts, sync searches, and have lists.
device in your car? Well now you can have one by
Droidanalytics
installing this application on your Android
smartphone. This mind blowing application allows a to analyze Android smartphones, droidanalytics is
user to search the map via talking and it also
the best suitable app for users to access Google
provides the user live traffic data, satellite view and
Analytics on their Android smartphones.
turn by turn navigation. You can also save your
Sling
landmark in it. Really awesome!
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3. Chrome or Fennec

8.

Sling is yet to be released, but all the users who have
heard of it are waiting anxiously to get this app on
their Android smartphones. You can watch and
control television just like a portable TV from
anywhere.

Well chrome and fennec may not be that much
necessary for accessing the net as Android already
consists an internet browser but of course when it
comes to fast internet browsing then you should have
VNC Viewer
chrome internet browser and fennec gives you a
smart option of syncing bookmarks with firefox.
This is another handy app. This cool app lets you
connect with any remote machines and allows you to
Dropbox
change anything without even storing on your
There are many other services like Dropbox but
smartphone.
Dropbox is the most simple and user friendly
Advanced Task Killer
application than others. It allows a user to sync files
across many computers. You can easily access any
Many of the users listen to songs and use internet on
files in your phone from any computer via Dropbox. their smartphones and forget to turn off the
So you just have to save a file in a specified folder
application and waste their battery. So advanced task
and run it from any computer using Dropbox.
killer will kill all the unnecessary applications and
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4.

Android
Hear The Prince of
Death’s top 10
Android Apps for the
month of April

10.

save your precious battery time. It's the best task
manager in the business.
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